Garage One Pro Shop
5134 W Idlewild Ave.
Tampa, FL 33634
(813) 884-4777
www.garageonepro.com

The Garage One Pro Shop, part of A&G Industries, Inc., proudly manufactures
and distributes all of our premium cleaning and care products in Tampa, Florida
to ensure the highest quality and value on the market. We are open to serve
the retail public as well as wholesale dealers and distributors.
As a manufacturer, we can offer bulk quantities at competitive pricing along
with private label and custom product services.
Please contact us today with any questions.
5134 W Idlewild Ave. Tampa, FL 33634 (813) 884-4777
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Commercial Car Wash
Presoaks & Foamers
Evolution Low Concentrated Low pH Presoak
Evolution Low is a fast-acting, concentrated, low pH presoak formulated for use in
self-serve, pressure spray, or automatic car was facilities. Evolution Low penetrates dirt and road film with ease while brightening the vehicle surface and improving drying performance. Evolution Low is biodegradable and safe for all reclaim systems. Use 90-120:1. Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Maxim Low Concentrated Low pH Detergent
Maxim Low is a highly active foaming low pH presoak for conveyors and highpressure automatics. Maxim Low is excellent for two stage frictionless systems.
Maxim Low produces mounds of rich, thick foam that safely and quickly emulsifies
road film and oils for removal in the wash process. Maxim Low brightens chrome,
cleans glass, and improves drying. Use 200-240:1. Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55
gallon sizes.

Ultra Glide Fresh Concentrated Lubricating Detergent
Ultra Glide is a concentrated neutral foaming detergent formulated to enhance
vehicle cleaning while providing needed lubricity to mitters and wraps to resist
dragging, squeaking, and grabbing. Ultra Glide generates mounds of foam, but is
designed to break down fast in the rinse area of the wash. Ultra Glide is biodegradable and safe for all reclaim systems. Use 200:1. Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55
gallon sizes.

Evolution High Concentrated Alkaline Presoak
Evolution High is a fast acting, concentrated alkaline presoak formulated for use in
self-serve, pressure spray, or brush washing facilities. Evolution High penetrates
road film, dirt, and bug residues quickly with excellent rinsing ability leaving a filmfree, shining surface. Evolution High is biodegradable and safe for all reclaim systems. This product may be used as the second step in a two step washing process.
Use 90-120:1. Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Power Clean High Alkaline Presoak
Power Clean High is a multipurpose moderate-foaming, alkaline presoak formulated for touch free and hybrid washing in car, truck, and bus facilities. Power Clean
High will penetrate and loosen road film, dirt, and bug residues without scrubbing.
Power Clean High is biodegradable and safe for reclaim systems. Use 75-120:1.
Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

High Pressure Detergent
Shotgun HP High Pressure Detergent
Shotgun HP is a super concentrated, high foaming, alkaline detergent formulated
for self-serve car washes. Shotgun HP penetrates stubborn road soils, dirt, and bug
residues quickly with easy rinsing. Shotgun HP also provides excellent lubricity,
tons of foam, and great visual appeal. This product is biodegradable and safe for all
reclaim systems. Use 75-120:1. Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.
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Commercial Car Wash
Wheel & Tire Cleaners
Charge Concentrated Alkaline CTA Wheel Cleaner
Charge is a concentrated alkaline CTA tire and wheel cleaner designed for automatic car washes. Charge quickly penetrates and dissolves the toughest road film
and brake dust on all tires and wheels. Charge is biodegradable and safe for all
reclaim systems. Use 48:1. Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Hole Shot Low High Performance Low pH CTA Wheel Cleaner
Hole Shot Low is a highly concentrated low pH CTA wheel cleaner formulated for
automatic car washes. Hole Shot Low removes brake dust, road soils, and grime to
power clean and brighten wheels in one easy shot. Hole Shot Low is biodegradable
and safe for all reclaim systems. Use 64:1.
Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Hole Shot High High Performance High pH CTA Wheel Cleaner
Hole Shot High is a highly concentrated, high pH CTA wheel cleaner. Hole Shot High
removes brake dust, road soils, and grime to power clean wheels and tires in one
easy shot. Hole Shot High is biodegradable and safe for all reclaim systems.
Use 64:1. Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Green Machine Foaming Tire & Engine Cleaner
Green Machine is a concentrated tire and engine cleaner formulated for self-serve
and automatic car washes. Green Machine eliminates brake dust and road dirt and
cleans wheels and tires in one easy step. Green Machine features high foam and
vibrant green color for visual appeal to your customers. This product is biodegradable and safe for all reclaim systems. Use 8-17:1.
Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Stingray Wheel Cleaner & Brightener
Stingray is a concentrated low pH wheel cleaner and brightener formulated to dissolve brake dust and road grime on contact leaving wheels sparkling bright. Stingray eliminates fading due to oxidation and cleans and brightens wire wheels without scrubbing. Use 17:1. Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Sparkle Heavy-Duty Acid Wheel Cleaner
Sparkle is a heavy-duty, acid-based wheel cleaner and brightener formulated for
most wheel types. Sparkle contains strong mineral acids which clean and brighten
wheels without excessive scrubbing. Sparkle quickly removes brake dust and road
film, reducing labor costs. Not for use on PVD, polished uncoated aluminum, or
anodized wheels. Use 10:1. Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.
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Commercial Car Wash
Wheel & Tire Cleaners
Genuine Brown Super Degreaser & Wheel Cleaner
Genuine Brown is a special concentrated cleaner designed to remove road dirt,
brake dust, grease, and bugs from aluminum, chrome, and painted surfaces. This
product is also excellent on whitewall tires and love bugs at lower dilution. Genuine Brown is biodegradable and safe for all reclaim systems. Use up to 8:1.
Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Supercharged Brown Hyper Concentrated Degreaser & Wheel Cleaner
Supercharged Brown is a hyper-concentrated degreaser and wheel cleaner formulated to remove road dirt, grease, brake dust, and bugs from aluminum, chrome,
and painted surfaces in one easy step. Use up to 64:1.
Available in 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Foaming Detergents & Conditioners
Soft Suds Foam Brush Detergent
Soft Suds is a concentrated, high foaming liquid brush detergent formulated for
self-serve wash facilities. Effectively removes road film, winter salt deposits, and
heavy soil. Performs well in both hard and soft water and rinses spot free.
Produces quantities of high lubricity foam to ensure maximum brush life. Contains
a blend of heavy-duty detergents, foam boosters, and water soluble lubricants.
Soft Suds biodegradable and safe for all reclaim systems. Available in Red, Blue,
and Gold. Use 90-120:1. Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Supra Conditioner Tri-Foam Detergent
Supra Conditioner is a concentrated tri-foam conditioner formulated for automatic
car washes. Supra Conditioner will deliver high foam with vibrant colors while
providing outstanding visual appeal for your customers. Available in Red, Blue, and
Gold. Use 120:1. Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Chroma Conditioner Premium Tri-Foam Detergent
Chroma Conditioner is a concentrated low pH detergent designed for automatic
car washes. Chroma Conditioner will deliver high foam with vibrant colors while
providing outstanding visual appeal for your customers. Available in Red, Blue, and
Gold. Use 240:1. Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.
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Commercial Car Wash
Foaming Detergents & Conditioners
Supercharged Conditioner Hyper Concentrate Tri-Foam Conditioner
Supercharged Conditioner is a hyper concentrated conditioner formulated to
perform at high dilution rates. Supercharged Conditioner will deliver high foam
with vivid colors while providing outstanding visual appeal. Available in Red, Blue,
and Gold. Use 400-700:1. Available in 15 and 30 gallon sizes.

Molten Foam Bath Low pH Detergent
Molten Foam Bath is a concentrated low pH detergent designed for the automatic
car wash. Molten is the first phase in the three phase vehicle clean, shine, and seal
package. Molten breaks down road film and oils while providing an outstanding
visual experience for your customer. Available in Red, Blue, and Orange.
Use 200-300:1. Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Molten Shine Body Shine
Molten Shine is a super low pH detergent designed for the second phase of the
clean, shine, and seal package. Molten Shine cleans and brightens the vehicle and
prepares the surface by keeping the pH low to enhance the sealant in the third
phase. Use 200-300:1. Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Protectants, Hot Wax, & Sealants
Bahama Breeze Premium Clear-Coat Protectant
Bahama Breeze is an ultra-concentrated clear-coat sealant for all car washes.
Bahama Breeze is formulated to bond to the vehicle surface and deliver a fast
breaking formula that leaves a brilliant shine with optical brighteners. Bahama
Breeze is clear coat safe with a pleasant tropical scent. Use 500-1000:1.
Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Oracle Ultimate Surface Protectant
Oracle is a durable single step total on-line protectant that bonds to the vehicle
surface. Oracle can function as a clear coat protectant at low usage levels or
perform as a total car protectant that lasts over 30 days at recommended usage
levels. Oracle contains an advanced polymer additive that allows the protectant to
adhere to the surface of the car, protecting the vehicle from UV rays, water spots,
bird droppings, and more. Use 90-200:1. Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Carnauba Splash Carnauba Foaming Protectant
Carnauba Splash is a concentrated foaming wax protectant that bonds to the
vehicle’s surface to provide a deep, glossy shine. Carnauba wax is a natural water
repellant and UV protector. Carnauba Splash features a pleasing, tropical scent.
Use 90-200:1. Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.
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Commercial Car Wash
Protectants, Hot Wax, & Sealants
Cerami-Kote Ceramic Sealant & Protectant
Cerami-Kote ceramic sealant is a state-of-the-art nanopolymer which chemically
bonds to the vehicle’s surface creating an outstanding shine and durable layer of
protection. This coating slows down paint oxidation and inhibits residue buildup
from road grime, acid rain, bugs, and other environmental elements. Cerami-Kote
is extremely hydrophobic, causing water to race off upon contact. Cerami-Kote
retains its shine much longer between washes than conventional products.
Use 70-100:1. Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Molten Seal Body Seal & Protectant
Molten Seal is a concentrated vehicle surface sealant and protectant formulated
with high tech polymers for total body protection. Molten Seal is the third phase in
the clean, shine, and seal package. Use 750-1200:1.
Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Drying Agents
Drytech 12 Concentrated Drying Agent
Drytech 12 is a highly-concentrated, premium drying agent that incorporates the
latest advances in surfactant technology. Drytech 12 will produce a high gloss, spot
free finish while protecting the surface from environmental elements. Drytech 12
is designed for all types of car wash systems. Use 750-1500:1.
Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Maxx Dry Ultra-Concentrated Drying Agent
Maxx Dry is an ultra-concentrated drying agent formulated for rapid bead and
water roll-off from car wash blowers. Maxx Dry incorporates the latest advances in
surface chemistry resulting in a spot free, high gloss finish. Use 750-1500:1.
Availabe in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Afterburner Ultra-Concentrated Drying Agent with Ceramic Sealant
Afterburner is a high performance drying agent that provides fast water beading
and rapid roll-off. With an added ceramic sealant, this process provides superior
water repellency and long lasting shine. Use 750-1000:1.
Available in 5 and 15 gallon sizes.
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Commercial Car Wash
Tire Shines
Crystal Blue Xtra High Performance On-Line Tire Shine
Crystal Blue Xtra is a premium on-line tire shine designed for automatic car
washes. Crystal Blue Xtra is formulated with high performance silicone polymers to
give maximum shine and durability with complete coverage and fast dry time.
Use 1-2 oz. per car. Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Velocity XS Hybrid Tire Shine
Velocity XS is a super high-solids tire dressing. The combination of superior water
based silicone coupled with a specialty solvent blend results in an incredible tire
shine. Velocity XS was created to reduce sling and to excel over the shortfalls of
water based dressings in on-line pad applicators.
Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Specialty
Prep Soap Concentrated Pre-Wash Detergent
Prep Soap is a concentrated, industrial-strength car was detergent designed to
remove heavy road dirt in a biodegradable formula. Use 200:1.
Available in 30 gallon.

Bug Pro Concentrated Bug & Insect Remover
Bug Pro is a concentrated, powerful bug and insect remover formulated to
penetrate and soften bug residue, tree sap, bird droppings, and surface soil
prior to washing. Bug Pro is non-caustic and safe for all reclaim systems.
Use up to 48:1. Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Cherry Blast Multipurpose Cleaner and Degreaser
Cherry Blast is a powerful all purpose cleaner and degreaser that removes dirt,
grease, ink, bugs, tar, and oxidation from all washable surfaces. Cherry Blast is safe
on painted and aluminum surfaces. Use 15:1.
Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Escape Premium Laundry Detergent
Escape is formulated for the removal of tough stains such as grease, oil, food, shoe
polish, makeup, body oils, and lotions. Escape provides moderate foaming action
and is equally effective in hard and soft water in both hot or cold water conditions.
Escape is safe for use on all colors and fabrics and even brightens whites. This
product is suitable for both residential and commercial machine use.
Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.
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Commercial Car Wash
Specialty
Equipment & Tunnel Cleaner Aluminum Brightener & Rust Remover
Equipment & Tunnel Cleaner is a fast acting, highly concentrated oxidation
remover and metal brightener. It is designed for use on machine finish, open-pore
cast aluminum finishes only. Do not use on fiber material, clothes, or upholstery.
Use 10:1. Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Wall Master Heavy Duty Wall Cleaner
Wall Master is a concentrated heavy-duty wall cleaner formulated to clean
fiberglass, block, brick, and painted walls without scrubbing. Wall Master has
made the dreaded task of cleaning tunnel walls simple and easy. Simply spray on
and rinse off. Use 10:1. Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Vinegar Industrial Strength Cleaner
Vinegar is an industrial strength, concentrated cleaner for use with laundry,
window cleaning, and more. Garage One Vinegar is super concentrated, far above
levels of food grade vinegar. Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Reclaim Assistant Additive for Car Wash Tunnels
Reclaim Assistant is a concentrated mixture of cultures designed to entirely
degrade and consume surfactants, oils, grease, hydrocarbons, and other wastes
commonly found in car wash reclaim pits. The complete breakdown of these
materials eliminates odor issues and improves reclaim water clarity.
Available in 30 and 55 gallon sizes.

Aqua Stream Water Based Hydraulic Fluid
Aqua Stream is a water glycol based hydraulic fluid designed for use in automatic
car washes. Aqua Stream is bright red in color and completely water soluble and
biodegradable. Available in 5 gallon size.

Dress All Water Based Exterior and Interior Dressing
Dress All is a high viscosity all purpose dressing. This VOC compliant, water based
silicone dressing is ideal for tires, engines, exterior molding, rubber, and vinyl.
Dress All can also be used as an interior dressing.
Available in 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.
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Automotive Detail
Hand Wash Soap
Super Cherry Wash
A&G Super Cherry Wash (SCW) provides an excellent value for hand washing
vehicles. SCW is a concentrated detergent that easily removes road grime and
features a pleasing cherry scent. Available in 1, 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Maxx Suds
A&G Maxx Suds is an ultra-concentrated detergent that provides superior foaming
abilities for hand washing and foam cannons. Maxx Suds is excellent for stripping
wax, insect residue, road grime, and more.
Available in 16 oz. and 1, 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Wash-N-Wax
A&G Wash n’ Wax (WNW) is a concentrated detergent with added wax surfactants
that promote water beading and shine for hand washing.
Available in 1, 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Gold Wash & Wax
Garage One Gold Wash & Wax is a neutral pH formula that gently cleans away
road dirt while laying down a foundation of wax surfactants that promote water
beading, UV protection, and shine.
Available in 16 oz. and 1, 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.
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Automotive Detail
Detail Spray Wax
Wipe & Shine
A&G Wipe & Shine Express Detailer (WSW) is an easy to use, spray on-wipe off
product that yields a high gloss finish. WSW removes light surface contaminants
and is safe on all surfaces such as metal, glass, plastic, and more. WSW can also be
used as a clay bar lubricant. Available in 1, 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Speed Wax
Garage One Speed Wax is safe for all vehicle surfaces including gloss and satin
paint, wraps, glass, plastic and vinyl trim, chrome, and wheels. Speed Wax features
an easy spray-on-wipe-off application and provides high shine with UV protection
and water beading. Speed Wax can also be used as a clay bar lubricant.
Available in 16 oz. and 1, 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Ceramic Plus
Garage One Ceramic Plus combines the high-gloss shine, superior water beading,
and UV protection of SiO2 Silica polymers with the easy application of a detail
spray. Ceramic Plus is safe on all vehicle surfaces.
Available in 16 oz. and 1, 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

C2 Ready to Use
Garage One C2 Ready to Use Ceramic Sealant protects and shines your vehicle
with an easy spray on, rinse off application. C2 offers a freshly buffed shine and UV
protection that lasts for months.
Available in 16 oz. and 1, 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Polish
Swirl Mark Remover
Garage One Swirl Mark Remover removes light swirl marks and provides a deep
shine when applied by hand or dual action high speed polisher.
Swirl Mark Remover contains no silicone, fillers, or wax. Available in 16 oz. size.

Metal Polish
Garage One Metal Polish removes rust oxidation, corrosion, tarnish, streaking,
water spots, and discoloration from all metal surfaces including aluminum,
chrome, silver, gold, brass, copper, and steel. Metal Polish restores and shines
chrome trim, bumpers, wheels, motorcycle pipes, diamond plate trim, and more.
Available in 8 oz. size.
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Automotive Detail
Interior Clean & Condition
Multi Purpose Cleaner Concentrate
A&G Multi Purpose Cleaner (MPC) and Degreaser Concentrate cuts heavy grease
and dirt buildup. MPC is the safe choice for cleaning carpets, floors, upholstery,
trim, and much more. Available in 1, 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Multi Purpose Cleaner Ready to Use
Garage One Multi Purpose Cleaner is a ready to use cleaning spray for auto carpet,
seats, floor mats, and other upholstery. This product works well for cleaning convertible tops and truck bed covers as well.
Available in 16 oz., 1 gallon, and 5 gallon sizes.

Interior Detailer
Garage One Interior Detailer is a water based vinyl and rubber conditioner with UV
protection. RVC provides a great shine and fresh, new car scent and dries to a
smooth, non-greasy feel. RVC is safe on plastic, vinyl, rubber, and leather.
Available in 16 oz. and 1, 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Leather & Vinyl Cleaner
A&G Leather & Vinyl Cleaner (LVC) restores a lustrous appearance to leather, vinyl,
and plastic surfaces. LVC removes dirt, grease, and mildew stains.
Available in 16 oz. and 1, 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Leather Conditioner with Lanolin
A&G Leather Conditioner with Lanolin (LCL) conditions all leather surfaces. It is
non-greasy and revives tired, hardened, and soiled leather back to its natural soft
and supple beauty. LCL features a leather scent. Also available as Garage One
Leather Conditioner. Available in 16 oz. and 1, 5, and 55 gallon sizes.

All Purpose Dressing
A&G All Purpose Dressing is a ready to use formula that contains no harsh solvents. APD safely shines and protects exterior and interior rubber, plastic, and vinyl surfaces and is also safe for engine compartments. APD features a cherry scent
and a satin shine. Available in 1, 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.
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Automotive Detail
Wheel Cleaners & Tire Shines
Wheel Cleaner
Garage One Wheel Cleaner is a safe, ready-to-use, water-based cleaner for all
wheel materials and finishes. Wheel Cleaner also features a sweet, black licorice
scent. Available in 16 oz. and 1, 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Wheel Cleaner Concentrate
A&G Wheel Cleaner Concentrate (WCC) is a caustic, non-acid wheel cleaner
formulated to remove heavy brake dust and grease. WCC is biodegradable and
safe for use in reclaim systems. Available in 1, 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Aluminum Brightener
A&G Aluminum Brightener is a fast acting, highly concentrated hydrofluoric acid
that removes oxidation and brightens metals. This product is formulated for use on
machine finish, open-pore aluminum finishes only.
Available in 1, 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Tire Shine Gel - Classic Satin Finish
Garage One Tire Shine Gel is a water based dressing that provides a rich, satin
shine to tires. Tire Shine Gel is easily applied with a foam applicator and does not
sling while driving. Tire Shine Gel is VOC compliant and free from harsh solvents
that can degrade rubber. Available in 16 oz. and 1, 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Tire Shine Gel - High Gloss Finish
Garage One Tire Shine Gel High Gloss Finish also offers a non-sling formula and
easy application, but with a deep, wet shine on tires. As with our Classic Tire Shine
Gel, this product is water-based and contains no harsh solvents. Available in 16 oz.
and 1, 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Super Tire Gloss
A&G Super Tire Gloss (STG) is a solvent based dressing that dries fast and provides
a beautiful, long lasting shine. STG is designed for the professional detailer can be
applied using a mist sprayer or sponge applicator. Also can be used on exterior
trim, rubber, and vinyl. Available in 1, 5, and 55 gallon sizes.
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Automotive Detail
Automotive Specialty
Bug Pro
Garage One Bug Pro is ready to use version of our popular car wash tunnel product
of the same name. Bug Pro safely removes insect and tar residue from painted
surfaces quickly and easily. Available in 16 oz. and 1 gallon sizes.

Glass Cleaner Concentrate
A&G Glass Cleaner Concentrate (GCC) is a safe and easy to use cleaner that dissolves smudges, film, fingerprints, smears, bugs, and other soils. Use on windows,
mirrors, windshields, chrome, tile, porcelain, acrylics, and polycarbonates. Glass
Cleaner Concentrate is safe on tinted glass. Available in 1 and 5 gallon sizes.

Glass Cleaner Ready to Use
Garage One Glass Cleaner is a ready to use formula for cleaning windows and
more. This product is safe on window tint and contains no ammonia. Available in
16 oz. and 1 gallon sizes.

Trim Restore
Garage One Trim Restore features a unique formula that penetrates and cures to
protect and shine exterior vehicle trim to a better-than-new appearance.
Trim Restore is ideal for plastic bumpers, door handles, mirror covers, fenders, and
more. Available in 16 oz. size.
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Industrial & Marine
Industrial Grease Removal
Industrial Strength Degreaser
A&G Industrial Strength Degreaser (ISD) is ideal for grease removal in kitchens
such as floors, commercial ovens, appliances, and fryers. ISD can also be used as a
degreaser and cleaner for construction equipment, floors, and auto parts. ISD
works well for pressure washing applications.
Available in 1, 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Citrus Cleaner & Degreaser
A&G Citrus Cleaner & Degreaser (CCD) is a multipurpose cleaner and degreaser for
floors, auto parts, boats, and more. CCD features a fresh citrus scent. Available in
1, 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

All Purpose Cleaner & Degreaser
A&G All Purpose Cleaner (APC) & Degreaser is a powerful formula that can be
diluted to clean a wide variety of automotive and commercial surfaces including
floors, equipment, mechanical parts, and more. APC also works well in pressure
washing applications. Available in 1, 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.

Restaurant & Facility
All Purpose Cleaner
A&G All Purpose Cleaner is formulated to remove grease and easily clean table
tops, counters, mirrors, bathroom fixtures, upholstery, floors, and more. This product is ideal for restaurants and other commercial businesses for its numerous applications, ease of use, and fresh scent. Available in 1 gallon size.

Grease Eliminator
A&G Grease Eliminator is a highly concentrated cleaner for tubs, fiberglass, tile,
ovens, grills, refrigerators, concrete, and anywhere with tough grease and residue
in your restaurant or commercial business. Available in 1 gallon size.
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Industrial & Marine
Restaurant & Facility
Blue Magic
A&G Blue Magic is a highly concentrated liquid dish detergent with a fresh lemon
scent. Blue Magic easily removes grease while being safe for all food preparation
surfaces like pans, trays, dishes, silverware, and more. Available in 1 gallon size.

Hand Soap
A&G Hand Soap is a concentrated formula that easily and safely cleans away dirt
and germs from your hands. This product features a cherry almond scent.
Available in 1 gallon size.

Aquaserv Servcide 09
SERVCIDE 09 is a broad spectrum, one-step, ready-to-use hard surface cleaner,
disinfectant, non-food contact sanitizer, deodorizer, fungicide, mildewstat and
virucide. Effective against HumanCoronavirus and Avian Influenza A(H1N1, H3N2,
H5N1, N5N2); MRSA and MRSE; and Trichopytoninterdigitale (althlete’s foot fungus) SERVCIDE 09 meets EPA’s criteria for use against SARS-CoV-2, the virus that
causes COVID-19.

Smoke & Odor Eliminator
Smoke & Odor Eliminator is a ready-to-use formula for removing smoke and other
tough odors from fabric and hard surfaces quickly and effectively. This product is
ideal for vehicles, commercial properties, restrooms, kitchens, and more. Smoke &
Odor Eliminator features a pleasant, fresh scent.
Available in 16 oz. and 1, 5, 15, 30, and 55 gallon sizes.
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Industrial & Marine
Marine Care
Boat Wash-N-Wax
A&G Boat Wash n’ Wax (WNW) is a concentrated detergent with added wax surfactants that promote water beading and shine for hand washing. This product is
safe for all finishes and types including fiberglass, aluminum, and gel coated
surfaces.

Boat Wash & Multi Purpose Cleaner Ready to Use
A&G Boat Wash & Multi Purpose Cleaner is a ready to use cleaner for all surfaces
on boats, jet skis, and other watercraft. This product is safe on all areas including
consoles, upholstery, bimini tops, and more.

Boat Wash & Multi Purpose Cleaner Concentrate
A&G Boat Wash & Multi Purpose Cleaner is a concentrated cleaner for all surfaces
on boats, jet skis, and other watercraft. This product is safe on all areas including
consoles, upholstery, bimini tops, and more. Our concentrate version allows the
user to mix product to desired strength to fit the job.

Marine Magic
A&G Marine Magic is a concentrated bilge pump cleaner and degreaser able to be
diluted to perform a variety of cleaning and degreasing tasks.
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Accessories
Brushes

Green Nylon 5-Level Wash Brush

Fountain Truck/Van/RV Brush

Flow-Thru Fountain Style Brush
8 inch with Medium Soft Nylon Bristles
#83-044
Case QTY: 6

Flow-Thru Fountain Style Brush
10 inch Salt & Pepper Polystyrene Bristles
#85-674
Case QTY: 12

48 Inch Wooden Handle
Features Metal Tip Attachment for Wash Brushes
#MTH-48W
Case QTY: 25

Body/Tire Brush 20”

Body/Tire Brush 8.5”

Whitewall Brush

Soft Bristles for Vehicle Body, Tires, & Wheels
20 inch Salt & Pepper Polystyrene Bristles
#85-809
Case QTY: 12

Soft Bristles for Vehicle Body, Tires, & Wheels
8.5 inch Salt & Pepper Polystyrene Bristles
#85-808
Case QTY: 12

Features Black Nylon Bristles for Medium
Scrubbing. Excellent for Tires or Carpets
#WWBN-2
Case QTY: 12

Large Spoke Brush

Small Spoke Brush

Whitewall Brush Brass

Tampico Bristle Ideal for Cleaning Wheels
17 inch with Wooden Handle
#85-631
Case QTY: 12

Stiff Polypropylene Bristles for Heavy Cleaning
11.25 inch
#85-632
Case QTY: 12

Features Brass Bristles for Tough
Wheel and Tire Cleaning
#WWBN-1
Case QTY: 12

Long Reach Carpet Brush

Upholstery Brush

Lug Nut Brush

Ideal for Carpets and Floor Mats
#380
Case QTY: 12

Ideal for Carpets and Floor Mats
#280
Case QTY: 12

Easily Cleans Around Lug Nuts on Wheels
#LNB-1
Case QTY: 12
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Accessories
Brushes

Round Detail Brush
Ideal for Cleaning and Dusting Interiors
#299
Case QTY: 12

Dust Brush
Small Brush Ideal for Cleaning
and Dusting Interiors
#233
Case QTY: 12

Vinyl & Leather Brush
Ideal for cleaning leather seats and upholstery
#VLB-1
Case QTY: 12

Wash Mitts & Scrubbers

Wool Wash Mitt

Microfiber Wash Mitt

Do All Scrubbers

Economical & Soft For Hand Washing
White 8” x 11” with Cuff
#HT-750
Case QTY: 24

Extra Soft and Absorbent
Green 9” x 11” with Cuff
#MCM-911
Case QTY: 24

Excellent for Removing Stubborn Insect
and Sap Residues. 3”x5”x3”
#HT-1261
Case QTY: 12

DX Scrub Sponge

Scuff Away (12 Pack)

Mesh Bug Sponge 4”x7”

Ideal for Interior Seats and Armrests, or Removing
Insect and Sap residue from Exterior
#DX
Case QTY: 8

White Foam Melamine to Clean Surfaces of
Stains, Marks, and Dirt
#85-422
Case QTY: 12

Safely Removes Insect, Sap, and
Tar Residue
#2X
Case QTY: 12

Steel Wool Glass Pad

Steel Wool

For Heavy Cleaning and Spot Removal
On Windows
#74001

16 Pads Per Pack
#73016 for 000 Grade
#74016 for 0000 Grade
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Accessories
Applicators

Round Foam Applicator
Ideal for Dressings and Waxes
4.5 inch Diameter Soft Foam
#86-537
Case QTY: 48

Microfiber Suede Applicator

Tire Dressing Applicator (Round)

Soft Applicators for Waxes and Coatings
#MSA-944
Case QTY: 12

Easy to Hold, Round Foam Applicator for Dressings
#85-511
Case QTY: 72

Tire Dressing Applicator (Crescent)

Microfiber Pocket Wax Applicator

Black Wax Applicator

Easy to Use Curved Profile for Tire Shines
and Dressings
#TDA3
Case QTY: 12

Blue, 5 inch Round Microfiber Applicator with
Hand Pocket for Easy Use
#55MP
Case QTY: 12

Black 5” x 3.75” Applicator for Waxes
and Dressings
#35BWP
Case QTY: 12

Clay Bars

Garage One Poly-TEF

Magna Shine Clay Bar Medium Grade

Magna Shine Clay Bar Fine Grade

Synthetic Clay Towel for Removing Surface
Contaminants. Ideal for use with Speed Wax
Case QTY: 24

Gray, Medium Grade Clay Bar
#2004
Case QTY: 6

White, Fine Grade Clay Bar
#2003
Case QTY: 6

Speedy Surface Prep Pads
Synthetic Clay Pads for DA Machines
#SSP-572 Medium
#SSP-571 Fine
Case QTY: 12
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Accessories
Tools & Miscellaneous

Metal Razor Blades

Plastic Razor Blades

Razor Blade Holder

Pack of 100
#MB112
Case QTY: 50

Pack of 100
#PB100
Case QTY: 50

Push Button Style
#GS-50

Air Gun Nozzle

Vortex II Dry Cleaning Gun

Pet Hair Rock

Rubber Tip, 4 inch Design
#AG-001
Case QTY: 12

Ideal for Floor Mats and Upholstery
#V-200
Case QTY: 10

Easily Removes Pet Hair from Carpets
#PH-ROCK 1
Case QTY: 24

Pet Hair Rubber Brush
Easily Removes Pet Hair from Carpets
#PHB-12
Case QTY: 24

Rag Company “Eagle 500” Towel
Edgeless, Ultra Plush 16”x16” Microfiber Towel
Case QTY: 100
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Microfiber Towels

Rag Company “Creature” Towel

16”x16” Towels in Blue, Green, and Yellow
Case QTY: 100

Edgeless 16”x16” Microfiber Towel
Case QTY: 150

Spray Bottles

Polycoated Paper Floor Mats

32 oz. Natural Carafe Bottles and Tolco 320 Sprayers
Bottle Case QTY: 100
Sprayer Case QTY: 200

Coated Back for Durability
#PC-500C
Case QTY: 500
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